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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Wholesale Waterjet Mosaic With Brass Inlay Marble Tile Backsplash

Short Description: Wanpo supply a wholesale rate

for this waterjet mosaic with brass inlay marble

tile backsplash, this water jet tile is made of black

marble, white marble, and brass inlaid together

to combine a high-quality waterjet mosaic

pattern for the interior wall decoration.

Model No.: WPM058

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White & Black & Gold

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Brass

Product Detail:

Product Description

Stone mosaic refers to inlaying natural stones, cutting them into mosaics of different

specifications, and then mosaicing them into mosaics according to actual needs. Our

collection of marble mosaic tiles in various formats, designs on a mesh netting. Wanpo

company supply a wholesale rate for this waterjet mosaic with brass inlay marble tile

backsplash, this water jet tile is made of black marble, white marble, and brass inlaid together
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to combine a high-quality waterjet mosaic pattern for the interior wall decoration. All marble

chips are chosen from the qualified marble materials and they are one hundred percent

natural from the earth.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Wholesale Waterjet Mosaic With Brass Inlay Marble Tile Backsplash

Model No.: WPM058

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White & Black & Gold

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM058

Color: White & Black & Gold

Marble Name: Oriental White Marble, Marquina Black Marble, Brass

Model No.: WPM087

Color: White & Black & Gold

Marble Name: Crystal White Marble, Black Marquina Marble, Brass

Product Application

These Waterjet Mosaic With Brass Inlay Marble Tiles are suitable for decorative walls. The real marble

mosaics has subtle grey veining across the surface of the white marble mosaics, and small white veins

on the black marble mosaics. The black marble, white marble, and brass have various designs and are

made up of water jet black and white marble mosaic pieces. This rich resign mosaic will add more

decorative elements on mosaic tile backsplash bathroom and modern kitchen mosaic backsplash for

kitchen.



This marble mosaic with brass inlay tile is attracted by many people with a beautiful look and luxurious

design and a aesthetic character.

FAQ

Q: Is your product price negotiable or not about this Wholesale Waterjet Mosaic With Brass Inlay

Marble Tile Backsplash?

A: The price is negotiable. It can be changed according to your quantity and packaging type. When you

are making an inquiry, please write the quantity you want in order to make the best account for you.

Q: What is the thickness of your mosaic marble tile?

A: Normally the thickness is 10mm, and some are 8mm or 9mm, it depends on different production

batches.

Q: What is your minimum quantity of this Wholesale Waterjet Mosaic With Brass Inlay Marble Tile

Backsplash?

A: The minimum quantity of this product is 100 square meters, equal to 1,000 square feets.

Q: What is your price term?

A: Normally FOB, then EXW, FCA, CNF, DDP, and DDU are available.


